Born in 2010, TOILETPAPER is an artist's magazine created and produced by Maurizio Cattelan and photographer Pierpaolo Ferrari. Since the first issue, TOILETPAPER has created a world that displays ambiguous narratives and a troubling imagination. Combining commercial photography with twisted narrative and surrealistic imagery. The result is a publication that is itself a work of art which, through its accessible form as a magazine, and through its wide distribution, challenges the limits of the contemporary art economy.
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Seletti is a story of vision and evolution. Established in 1964 in Cicognara, Mantova by Romano Seletti. Seletti became a true pioneer of importing products for the home - objects in bamboo, tableware and cloth - typical Chinese products for the era. The 1980's were a time of growth and the channels of distribution underwent drastic changes. The next generation of the Seletti family, Stefano and Miria, brought new energy to the business, transforming the company through large distribution systems and special collaborations with art and photography.

COLLECTION of tableware and objects born out of the collaboration between TOILETPAPER & SELETTI! INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SELETTI
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